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From the President . . .
Lake Macquarie U3A Term 4 will not go ahead. No surprise, is it? We were gearing up for a truncated version
of Term 4 when ‘Victoria happened’. So much changed this year – no hugs, no handshakes, no colds, no flu
and strange new phrases blundered into the language.
We don’t give up easily. Planning for Year 2021 is underway thanks to our ever-generous Course Leaders and
our indefatigable Program Officer, Joy Norris. The way we run things will differ – we’ll use outside venues
when appropriate, restrict the size of attendance to the mandated rate, monitor the observance of mask
wearing and social distancing and whatever else Covid throws at us. Each of us will be responsible for the
good health of ourselves and others. Hopefully we will produce a version of U3A activities that survives the
coronavirus, a mini version perhaps but a workable one. Some of us will acquire new skills to assist any
adjustments necessary and we might all have to acquire extra patience to cope with the new world order.
The one thing that will not change is the very thing we have all missed – the company of friends and likeminded acquaintances.
There will be no Annual General Meeting in November or December 2020. Given the restrictions on people
who can gather in one place, the Department of Fair Trading has allowed the postponement of AGMs until
2021. Under these rules the two AGMs can be run at the same time and the financial records for both years
can be presented together. We do intend to publish our 2020 financial report in a special newsletter in
December this year.
There is some good news. Because our annual fee of $60.00 is designed to cover a year’s expenses we carry
forward each year a full year’s surplus. Having only operated for about six weeks this year we also have a
surplus for unused venue rent and general expenses. In 2021 we will offer a 50% discount for those members
who were financial in 2020. We also hope to offer a reduction in fees for new members to attract those who
may be reluctant to join LMU3A until the Covid situation is resolved. The impact of these discounts on our
surplus will be shown in the 2020 financial report mentioned above.
Colleen Neary
President

Position Vacant - Treasurer
The Committee is using the Covid downtime to upgrade and improve our systems.
As part of this process we need someone to operate our accounts using Xero, a
standardised accountancy software package. Our Treasurer, Dearne Hawkins, who
was shanghaied a couple of years ago to fill an unexpected vacancy, has done a
sterling job using a bespoke system but we want to run with standardised software.
If you are interested, please contact our Secretary, Pauline Wiche:
Email:
Phone:

pwiche@bigpond.net.au, or
0408 639 017

and we will organise to meet.

LMU3A - 2021 - Meet the Challenge!!
As you will have read in this newsletter, Term 4 has now been cancelled. We are looking forward to 2021 with positive
thoughts of a good year and resumption of LMU3A classes. The situation will be monitored closely during 2021 and, if
necessary, classes cancelled as they were this year. Improvisation and change may well be necessary during the year. If
at any time the committee or any Leader is not confident with the risk to themselves or members, there will be no
hesitation in calling a halt, temporary or otherwise, to any class. The start date for 2021 is 8 February.
Our program will depend, as always, on Leader availability. In October emails will be sent to 2020 Leaders and
prospective new Leaders regarding our 2021 Semester 1 program. Many of our Leaders have advised that they will be
back in 2021 keen to resume their courses so rudely interrupted when the pandemic made its presence felt in
Australia. Some Leaders were unable to even start their courses which they had been diligently preparing.
A lot of thought will go into programming courses which can be made suitable for the times we find ourselves in.
Hopefully some members may have ideas and suggestions for these; if so, please contact me either by phone or email
to discuss them. I would really love to hear from you.
It is possible some classes may not be able to be resumed, some may need to be in different venues with times slightly
changed or enrolment numbers may need to be reduced. However we will not change the day of the week for those
established ongoing courses. Over the past months many members have expressed concern regarding loneliness and
isolation both for themselves and fellow members due to class cancellations. Well here is the opportunity to do
something concrete towards correcting this.
One proposal currently in planning: five walking groups of, say, 10-15 people; a group each day, Monday to Friday.
This would mean five Leaders would be needed, or a Leader position could be shared by two people, giving flexibility.
With no firm venue booking needed, times can be negotiated with participants and adjusted to suit the weather – the
group can be very adaptable and walk location and timing left to those involved to decide. No skill will be needed
other than the ability to walk and a willingness to become involved. Age is no barrier. We know many members
already walk – now do it with some friends. How easy!
Other courses could be: indoors, outdoors in local parks, weekly, fortnightly, monthly, once a term; venue location and
size are open to discussion; main qualification needed – enthusiasm. With enrolment numbers likely to be limited,
some courses may need to be repeated to accommodate applicant numbers. 2021 will probably be very different to
previous years but involvement, as always, will remain rewarding.
Courses will most likely involve social distancing and this will mean changes to some courses, particularly in Term 1.
Term 2 will be reviewed when we get there. LMU3A will be different and we need to accept this and embrace it. It will
be necessary to think outside the square!
So, as we gear ourselves for a new LMU3A year, be prepared for change. Put your hand up and become involved in
making 2021 a success; don’t just leave it to those who ‘have always done it’. Many committee members, Leaders and
Course Clerks back up year after year to make LMU3A work; some members sit back and let them do it. Where do you
fit in?
Joy Norris
Program Coordinator
Phone: 0412 097 877
Email: lmu3aprogrammer@gmail.com
STOP PRESS: Two walking groups have leaders!!

Position Vacant - Secretary
Don’t waste those Admin/Secretary skills you have
LMU3A NEEDS YOU!
The position is not onerous and the current Secretary will be available to provide guidance.
Requirements are: assisting the President with day-to-day running of LMU3A; liaising with the
Management Committee to coordinate monthly meetings, and taking Minutes. You will need
basic computer and email skills.
If you are interested, please email Pauline at pwiche@bigpond.net.au and she can send you
the full Job Description.
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Vale Marie Elphinstone

Sadly, Marie Elphinstone, a much-loved long-time member of our U3A passed away on 27 August. She was 99. Just
some of the many comments from her Friday Mahjong pals are an indication of the high esteem and affection the group
afforded her.
‘Marie really appreciated the finer things of life and loved to share special recipes. An invitation for a game of Mahjong at
her home (she usually won!) during the U3A breaks meant we were always served a lovely morning tea – the tea being
served in pretty English china cups and saucers. We will miss her.’
Linda McKanna
‘She had an amazing sense of humour with her one-liners when playing. She also dressed immaculately . . . always
looked beautiful!’
Carol Cowen
‘Marie was a unique lady in so many different ways: kind and compassionate, always smiling with a certain twinkle in
her eye, a determined will to win, a wicked sense of humour, loved playing Mahjong, an icon to U3A!’
Veronica Lund
‘Mention should be made of her adopting and learning to use an iPad after she lost her licence at 88 . . . and being able to
attach her photos in a group email!’
Kerry Murray
‘A lovely “real lady” and always so well groomed plus always ready for a nice conversation. Marie was a delight to know.’
Sheenadh Martin
‘Marie epitomised all that U3A is about. Her sharp mind left us marvelling at her prowess with the Tiles, and many will
remember her winning the Grand Champion Prize for the highest score on her 93 rd birthday. She was so very fondly
thought of and so inclusive of her peers, always asking after others, even as her own health was compromised. An
inspirational woman who will be sadly missed!’
Carole Obre
‘Sometimes in our lives things go wrong and Marie was there for me with kind and comforting words at this time. She
took on ageing with strength of character and determination. Marie was a remarkable lady who will be sadly missed but
will be remembered with much love and affection by all who knew her.’
Di Taylor

A Problem Solved
It’s great that many members meet to play cards or Mahjong or whatever it is you enjoy. Keep it up – we all miss these
connections.
What is not great is using the U3A email/phone contact list to organise it. When you enrolled with LMU3A you
entrusted us with your contact details and there is an implied contract between us that we will not share this
information.
So if you want to use the contact list and you are the Leader or Course Clerk of a particular course (the only people
who should have this information), please ring or email everyone on that list and ask for permission to use their
details. If you don’t get it, don’t use it. Problem solved.
Colleen Neary
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Whist, anyone?
Time, day and place to be decided
If you are interested in getting together for a very informal game or two of whist and a
variety of other card games, please contact:
Sue Burrough
Email:

hampton@internode.on.net

Phone:

0410 423 106 or 4959 2587

Please note: this is not an official U3A course and, as such, is not covered by our
insurance

The Young Talent Team

I could not let the publication of the September
newsletter pass without commenting on its par
excellence. From the wise words of our President to
the professionalism of the production itself, thank
you all! Just loving the puzzles, gardening and movie
tips, photos etc.
The dozen or so Committee members who oversee
the 800 strong membership of LMU3A are still
meeting and keeping us updated on the current
situation. Don’t forget that these few are normally
responsible for enrolling us, informing us, reminding
us, acquiring Leaders, Course Clerks and venues
and
overseeing
our
legal
and
financial
responsibilities. All for the huge bonus afforded them
at the end of the year (LOL).
I’m sure I speak for the membership in saying ‘we
dips our lids to you all’.
Carole Obré

We are all in the grasp of Corona
And if I’m 70 they say that it’s over
Well, I’ve got news for you all
I’m not going to the wall
I have no plans to be pushing up clover
We’re sitting at home in this crisis
In the hope of avoiding the virus
The one shaft of light
In this season of blight
We’re retirees, so no-one can fire us!
The lockdown has got me quite floored
I’ve read all the books that I stored
And even at stages
I’ve read Yellow Pages
Do you think I’m a tiny bit bored?

"How was your blind date?" a college
student asked her roommate.
"Terrible!" the roommate answered. "He
showed up in his 1932 Rolls Royce."
"Wow! That's a very expensive car. What's
so bad about that?"

"He was the original owner!"

Member Enquiries
For all enquiries, please contact
Phone 0490 367 591
Monday to Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm only
or
Email
memberliaison@lakemacquarie.u3anet.org.au
or
Online
lakemacquarie.u3anet.org.au/contact-us
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Games and Puzzles
(answers on Page 8)

Cryptic Crossword
Across

Down
1
Ready for sleep, having eaten
heartily (6, 2)
2
Diarist takes a look, we hear
(5)
4 Stockings only ordered by
Poles (6)
5
Composer taking short
breaks before the end of
August (5)
6 Uninteresting weed seen
where ships are laid up (3, 4)

7

Numbers divisible by 9



Square numbers



Prime numbers

The sort to press keys? (4)

3

Promptly noted – hot stew (2, 3, 3)

9

Rome, for example, is excellent (7)

10

Provide French article over there (3, 2)

11

Racecourse to keep so many content (5)

12

Alliance including one new country (6)

14

Where circus audience is engrossed (6)

16

Pinch the Spanish metal (6)

19

Glass and paper? (6)

21

Cast fly, initially, to get fish (6)

24

Preserved Egyptian mother? (5)

25

Funny priests carry on (7)

26

Take legal action about Europeans or Africans (8)

27

Celebrity with a heavenly body? (4)

Large cask on top of a fish
(4)
Part of flower set man off
(6)
So-and-so born on boat (8)

18

15

Mid-term may be reduced
(7)

17

Grass in class (6)

8
13

Which balloon is left when you remove
the following balloons?


1

20

Animals following King George for fruit
(6)
Artificial silk – or any sort (5)

22

I spot one inside supplying dope (5)

23

Prophet seen in Judaea, mostly (4)

Sudoku
Each row, column and square (9 spaces each) needs to
be filled out with the numbers 1-9, without repeating
any numbers within the row, column or square.

1

6

2
2

4
9

1

5

3
7
1

8
4

1

5
9

5

3
9
1

1
3
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Correct the following by moving one match,
but not by putting a match over the = sign to
make it ‘does not equal’!
(there is more than one possible solution)

Trivia
1

Who won this year’s US Open Tennis men’s and women’s
finals?

2

What is the origin of the term ‘quarantine’?

3

What is the opposite of nocturnal?

4

What is the Xizang autonomous region of China better
known as?

5

Does infrasound measure high or low frequencies?

6

Who is the oldest grandchild of Queen Elizabeth II?

7

Why did Bethel, New York, become famous in 1969?

8

What does this symbol mean on a garment’s label?

9

What is the meaning of the text acronym ICYMI?

10

Who was the author of the novel Jurassic Park, published
in 1990?

Move 3 matchsticks to leave no triangles

Criss-Cross
Complete the grid by correctly inserting the following animals. The letters inserted in the yellow boxes will spell out
another animal.
4 letters
BEAR
LION
PUMA
5 letters
CAMEL
EAGLE
GECKO
HYENA
LEMUR
LLAMA
TIGER
ZEBRA
6 letters
BABOON
JACKAL
PARROT
WALRUS
WOMBAT

7 letters
BUFFALO
CHEETAH
GAZELLE
GORILLA
LEOPARD
OSTRICH
VULTURE
8 letters
AARDVARK
ANACONDA
FLAMINGO
KANGAROO
9 letters
ALLIGATOR
BANDICOOT
CROCODILE

Complete the following, horizontally and vertically,
with numbers 1 to 36 so that the numbers run
consecutively

15

10

9

8

17

6

18

12

3

1

19

25

26

30

20

31
22
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We all knew this was behind Covid, right?
1

It’s a ruse to distract us from a doomsday asteroid*

A viral Facebook post claimed that NASA and the Vatican were hiding the discovery of an asteroid on its way to demolish
our planet. How to achieve that? By unleashing a deadly disease to force people to stay home. Not quite sure how that
works.

2

Military forces are to blame

China developed a biological weapon to subdue protesters (and others). US intelligence decided they needed the weapon
for their own use and the ensuing gunfight resulted in the biological weapon being released into the atmosphere at
Wuhan and, from there, the world.

3

It was engineered in order to make a one-world government

No prizes for guessing who would put their hand up to lead this.

4

5G Technology is to blame

Poor old 5G technology is not only being blamed for causing and spreading biological weapons, but has also been linked
to an electro-fog and even to the coming of the Anti-Christ. 5G towers in Europe have been burned down (though so far
history hasn’t recorded whether this has stopped the virus).

And what comes next?
It’s a conspiracy by Bill and Melinda Gates to fit us all with microchips
A conspiracy theory did the rounds accusing Bill Gates of briefing the CIA about a mind-altering vaccine and of spending
billions to ensure that all medical and dental injections and procedures would include the insertion of tracking
microchips. Oh, and Italy had issued a warrant for his arrest. Watch this space.
* There is an asteroid on a direct collision course with Earth, due to make impact on 2 November—the day before
THAT election. We’ll have to wait for developments on that score. But don’t worry as far as the asteroid is concerned—
it’s only 0.002 km wide, has less than 0.5% chance of making impact, will most likely explode in the atmosphere—and
most of the planet is uninhabited anyway. Although I suppose that’s not much consolation if the thing lands on your
head.

Some excuses given to police for breaking
the lockdown in Melbourne:
I was trying to find some good waves (from
a surfer who travelled more than 140 km
from his home on the coast to another spot
on the coast)
I was going to buy drugs (obviously a master
criminal!)
I was taking my girlfriend home—please
don’t tell my wife (no comment)

Meanwhile in the UK
A couple were left distinctly deflated
after police officers told them a 100-mile
round trip to Pembrokeshire (Wales) to
collect a bouncy castle they had
purchased on Facebook was not
considered essential travel

How not to kill a fly
A man in France picked up one of those electric bug-killing racquets to kill a pesky fly.
What he didn’t know was that he had a leaking gas canister. The resulting explosion
destroyed his kitchen, part of his ceiling collapsed and he burnt his hand. He has had to
check into a campsite while his house is being repaired. The fate of the fly was not
reported. Think I’ll stick to fly spray.
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Games and Puzzles Answers
16

15

10

9

8

7

17

14

11

4

5

6

18

13

12

3

2

1

19

24

25

26

29

30

20

23

36

27

28

31

21

22

35

34

33

32

Which balloon is left?

Trivia
1

Dominic Thiem; Naomi Osaka

2

Quarantine was invented in Venice during the plague in
the 14th century when arriving sailors were forced to
wait outside the city for 40 – quaranta – days

3

Diurnal

4

Tibet

5

Low

6

Peter Phillips (Princess Anne’s son, born 15 November
1977)

7

The Woodstock music festival

8

Do not bleach

9

In case you missed it

10

Michael Crichton

The animal spelt out is elephant
0+4=4

1
3
6

7
8
4

9
5
2

6
9
1

5
2
8

4
7
3

8
6
9

2
4
7

3
1
5

9
8
2

5
6
1

3
7
4

2
4
5

7
9
3

8
1
6

1
3
7

6
5
8

4
2
9

7
5
4

2
9
3

8
6
1

3
8
7

4
1
6

9
2
5

5
4
2

1
3
9

6
7
8
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An Explanation of the Cryptic Crossword Solution
For those of you wondering how to work out cryptic crosswords . . .

Across Clues
1
Another word for sort is type and if you press keys on a keyboard you type
3
Stew could indicate an anagram - in this case, noted + hot rearranges to ‘on the dot’, meaning prompt
9
What links Rome and excellent? Rome is a capital and another word for excellent is capital
10
A French article (part of speech) is la, a word for over there is yon (short for yonder) and if you provide something
you lay (it) on
11
The word content indicates that the answer could be included within the letters of the clue - in this case
keep so many, Epsom, which is a racecourse
12
The alliance is NATO, including ‘one’ in cryptics often means inserting the letter i, and new is the letter n - nato
including i and n gives nation, another word for country
14
Where does a circus perform? In a tent and a word for engrossed is intent
16
If you pinch something you nick it and ‘the’ in Spanish is el - giving nickel
19
A glass can also be called a mirror, and mirror paper is a type of craft material
21
Initially means use the first letter - in this case the f of fly and a fish is a ling - giving fling, another word for cast
24
This is an easy one - an Egyptian preserved body and a mother are both a mummy
25
Funny is another of those words which can indicate an anagram - here we have priests which becomes persist as
another word for carry on
26
If you take legal action you sue, Europeans are Danes and the word ‘about’ means put sue around danes giving
Sudanese who are Africans
27
Another word for both a celebrity and a heavenly body is star
Down Clues
1
If you’ve eaten heartily you’ve tucked in - and if you’re in bed ready for sleep you are also tucked in
2
We hear indicates that one word sounds like another - here we have takes a look which is peeps, and the diarist is
(Samuel) Pepys
4
The word ‘ordered’ indicates that the order of the word should be changed - so rearrange only - and the Poles are
the n(orth) and s(outh) Poles - join the two and we have nylo + n + s - nylons
5
A short break means take the word holidays and shorten it to hols, before the end of August means use just the last
letter t, which gives the composer Holst
6
Uninteresting is dry, dock is a type of weed - and ships are laid up in a dry dock
7
A large cask is a tun - put that on top of ‘a’ and we have tuna, giving us the fish in the clue
8
Off is another of those words which can indicate an anagram - set man becomes stamen which is part of a flower
13
Abbreviation for born is b, a lighter is a type of boat - giving blighter, another word for a so-and-so
15
Take the word mid-term and rearrange to make another word meaning reduced - trimmed
17
If you grass on someone you inform on them, and if you are in class you are in form
18
King George is GR (George Rex) and animals are apes - giving the fruit grapes
20
Sort - again indicates an anagram - ‘or any’ becomes rayon, a type of artificial silk
22
First we have I, then a spot is a dot, one inside means putting the letter i within the word giving i + d + i + ot,
another word for a dope
23
Again ‘seen in’ means look at the letters of the clue - Judaea most - and we have Amos, a prophet from the Bible
Hope that all makes sense!

As mentioned elsewhere in this newsletter, the plan is to produce another newsletter in December which will contain our
financial report for 2020 and then the program for 2021 will be sent out as usual next January.
If you have any articles and/or photographs for inclusion in December, please forward them
by Friday 27 November
to Rosalind Wigham at:
lmu3apublications@gmail.com
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The Good Old Days
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More Good Old Days
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